
Soul Training Exercises 
from James Bryan Smith’s The Magnificent Story 

 

Bathing in Beauty - Chapter 4, Romans 10:12-15 
 

“We do not want merely to see beauty, though, God knows, even that is 
bounty enough. We want something else which can hardly be put into words 
– to be united with the beauty we see, to pass into it, to receive it into 
ourselves, to bathe in it, to become part of it.”  C.S. Lewis, Weight of Glory. 

Beauty is very powerful. It strikes us at a deep emotional level. It can over 
whelm us. And this can make us leery of it. Whole swaths of church history 
have been dedicated to eliminating forms of beauty. They reasoned, “Beautiful 
things might become idols.” Some of us have lost our love for beauty as a 
means to loving God, or, more accurately, to feeling the love of God. 

Just travel to an art museum today. Observe how people crowd around famous 
paintings. Notice the quiet reverential hush.  Art museums today are secular 
cathedrals. As James Bryan Smith notes, Art is a religion that asks nothing of 
the adherent, beyond the price of admission. It requires no surrender, 
submission, or service. It does not demand moral behavior or personal change.  
And as Christians who follow the Creator who designed beauty, we know that 
beauty can be more powerful than goodness or truth. 

Consider well the many places and items of beauty between Genesis’ Garden 
of Eden and the Heavenly Jerusalem of Revelation. When the Lord says, “It is 
good.” He may as well have said “It is beautiful.” And the Psalmist sings of 
how the heavens and earth declare the glory and handiwork of God – and is 
assuming that beauty is part of this proclamation. Even Paul declares Earth 
proclaims God’s existence, in part through its beauty (Romans 1:20). 

Musician Rich Mullins once wrote, “There’s so much beauty around us, for 
just two eyes to see. But everywhere I go…I’m looking.” How has your 
Christian life shifted from your mind to your senses? How do you experience 
God beyond just reason and intellect? How might you better embrace 
salvation if it moves beyond just “what happens when I die” and into the 
deliverance from evil in all its forms?  Salvation includes living with God in 
beauty, goodness and truth. And when we live out and present the Gospel in 
its complete form, it is a beautiful thing to witness and receive. 

How, then, can they call on the one they have not believed in? And how can they believe in 
the one of whom they have not heard? And how can they hear without someone preaching to 
them? And how can anyone preach unless they are sent? As it is written: “How beautiful are 
the feet of those who bring good news!”  - Romans 10:114-15 

- Excerpts from The Magnificent Story and observations from Pastor Tyler  

 

Soul Training #4: Sight 

 
This week, the challenge is to see how God woos us with beauty through 
our senses. Consider then, how you move from the “beauty you 
experience” towards the “Source of all beauty.” 

Set aside time this week to see something beautiful. You could watch a 
sunrise or sunset, observe a bird flying, tour an art museum. Consider the 
details. Observe the colors, forms, movement and nuances that make 
something beautiful. As you become aware of this thing’s beauty, turn your 
thoughts towards God. Perhaps you want to express gratitude to God.  
Take a moment to remember that beauty is God’s way of wooing us into a 
loving relationship. 

 

   

The Series 

Date Sermon – Speaker Training 
March 24 Bathing in Beauty - Matt Cordella-Bontrager Sight 
March 31 Embracing Our Goodness - Pastor Patrick Obonde Sound 
April 7 Discovering the Truth - Pastor Tyler Hartford Smell 
April 14* Going the Distance - Pastor Ron Diener  Touch 
April 21**  Making All Things New - Pastor Tyler Hartford  Taste 
  & Celebration 
* Palm Sunday    ** Easter 

 
 
 
 

 “Tell me the old, old story of Jesus and His love...” 
As with any book, there are places where the views expressed may not 
always match our own. It’s what to love about a book, as it provides a 
starting place for conversation and a catalyst for ideas and actions. We 
look forward to having important conversations, wrestling over details, and 
digging deep into important aspects of telling and living the Gospel story.  

- Pastor Tyler  
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